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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
PERTH - 27th March 2020

R1 - MUSWELLBROOK | 12:40 | AUD $50,000 |  BHP WAYNE HARRIS HCP

33 GREAT DANGER
Returned with a good run when a half a length second over 7f at Hawkesbury. Consistent overall
record. Has ability and is expected to be in the finish.

22 INVICTA
Seasoned galloper overdue a win but hasn't broken through for more than a year. Wasn't far
away last time when second at Newcastle. Close to breaking through and ranks among the
leading chances.

66 SAUSALITO
Handy gelding racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when fth but beaten only 2
lengths over 5 1/2f. Has the ability and rates among the leading hopes.

1010 BLINKIN FAST
Back from a four months spell following 3.25 lengths win over 1m at Gunnedah. Consistent fresh
up record and should go close.

77 SUCCESSOR Inconsistent type who improved last start to finish second over 6f. Can keep going on with it.

R2 - SAPPHIRE COAST | 13:05 | AUD $22,000 |  MITRE 10 SAPPHIRE COAST-BM58

11 CHAIRMAN'S CHOICE
Needs to bounce back after an underwhelming performance last start, if he can replicate the
form of a third place run at this track two back then he can stack up today. Thereabouts last time
and rates well here.

88 FUTURE DREAMS
Struggling for form this campaign, the latest when 3.5 lengths fth over 7f at Wagga. Can turn
that form around here with solid claims.

22 THE GURU
Broke maiden two back and not far away since, the latest when a 0.8 lengths second over 1m at
Newcastle. Rates well after strong run last time.

77 ETHANICITY
Poor winning strike rate overall with just two wins from 41 starts, latest was tenth over 7 1/8f at
Moruya. Rates well and is worth including.

R3 - MUSWELLBROOK | 13:20 | AUD $30,000 |  EATONS HOTEL HCP (C1)

11 CHIANTI Made an ideal start to her career, scoring a debut win at Warwick Farm. Sets the standard here

77 ALL HOLLYWOOD
Thereabouts since getting off the mark, the latest placed over 4 1/2f last start at Scone on March
16. Narrowly missed latest and looks a top chance here.

44 FOR LOVE
Progressive and lightly raced lly. Last time recorded a 3 length second over 5f at Hawkesbury.
Has the ability and can run a forward race.

66 THE LIGHT OF DAY
Running well recently including a last start second by one length over 5f at Scone. Thereabouts
lately and expected to run well.

33 STEP ON FIRE Made a pleasing start to his career, scoring a debut win at Scone. Sets the standard here

R4 - SAPPHIRE COAST | 13:40 | AUD $22,000 |  BEGA BOBCATS HCP (C1)

66 ZELAGO
Won narrowly by a long neck last time out at Canberra but will have to carry more weight. The
one to beat.

77 EXOTIC DEEL
Lightly raced lly progressing well. Last start posted a 3.75 lengths third over 5f at Canberra.
Rates highly in this and expected to go close.

22 ALQAAB
No longer a maiden after a win at Wagga over 6 1/2f last start, facing a rise in class this race.
Looking well suited this start.

1111 SHOW TICKETS
Lightly raced lly progressing well. Last start posted a nose win over 7 1/8f at Moruya. Rates
highly in this and expected to go close.

55 GLENLEIGH LAD
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a 5.25 lengths seventh over 6 1/2f at
Canberra. Has the ability and expected to run well.
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R5 - MUSWELLBROOK | 13:55 | AUD $75,000 |  HORSEPOWER SKELLATAR SPRINT

55 MISS INVINCIBLE
Four-year-old fresh off a 146-day break. Previous rst-up winner and is yet to miss the top three
off a break. No reason she can't run another big race resuming.

44 BLACK MAGNUM
Returned with a good run when a 1.6 lengths third over 5f at Canberra. Consistent overall record.
Fitter and expected to go close.

22 TAWFIQ BOY
Coming back to racing after four months off. Has a good record resuming. Trialled leading up to
this so fitness shouldn't be a query. Can take this.

33 OZARK
Last start was back in Aug last year when third at Cairns. Has since switched stables and
resumes today. Looks a strong chance in this.

66 STAR BOY
Resumed at Eagle Farm over 6f and missed the frame, nishing 11th and beaten 9.5 lengths.
Should strip much fitter and rates among the chances on best form.

R6 - SAPPHIRE COAST | 14:15 | AUD $22,000 |  KANE MCKILL TREE SERVICES MDN

11 BOOM AND ZOOM
Solid effort last start showing good ability. Up in the weights now but still appeals as well treated
and should take plenty from that run. Genuine improver.

99 BELLA TAROUGA
A maiden after four career runs, the latest nishing fourth over 4 5/8f at Moruya. Steps into this
journey for the first time here. Rates well on best form and is expected to prove hard to beat.

66 ARMANI BLAZE
Sat just behind the leader at Wagga last start and worked home well to nish fourth. Wasn't far
off the winner there. Looks capable of fighting out the finish again here.

77 CATO Ran mid-field at both starts to date at Wagga and Moruya. Should be right in the finish.

33 BELLEISTIC LAD
Is down in the weights after nding the line strongly last time over 6f at Wagga. Should be at top
now and can do much better this time.

R7 - MUSWELLBROOK | 14:30 | AUD $150,000 |  VIATEK MUSWELLBROOK GOLD CUP

44 TOP PROSPECT
Very good win off a break at Randwick Kensington in soft going. Won previously second up and
appears capable of building on that record here on the back of latest performance. Far easier
here, leading hope.

22 KEN'S DREAM
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start third over 7f at
Canberra. Racing well and expected to go close again.

33 ROYAL TUDOR
Made a strong run to nish sixth over 7f at Newcastle and will relish the extra ground here. Looks
well placed here and can do much better this time.

11 ARTICUS
Resumes here after four months break. In readiness for this trialled on March 2 Should be tter
for the trial and has won first up before. Should be thereabouts at the finish if forward enough.

66 BOBBY DEE
Drops in distance since latest effort at Rosehill when second, nishing a head off the winner.
Should be kept in mind.

R8 - SAPPHIRE COAST | 14:50 | AUD $22,000 |  SL HODGSON BUILDERS (BM58)

1111 HEAVENLY THUNDER
Has been close up in recent runs including a last start second over 5f at Moruya when only 3
lengths from the winner. Has the ability and expected to run well.

1010 LADY TYCOON
Consistent type who was far from disgraced when seventh at Randwick last start, after just
missing narrowly when third at Randwick. Well suited by the drop in class. Top chance in this line
up.

22 LOUDAZ
Ran middle of the pack last start at Moruya when rst up and rates highly with Blaike Mc Dougall
aboard. Low draw and expected to go close.

66 KATHAIRE
Finished sixth last start over 6 1/2f at Canberra. Rarely wins, with just 2 successes from 28
starts. Rates highly on best form and expected to be in the finish.

99 FIND MY TAIL
Broke through for an overdue win last time over 6f at this track. Back in form and bold showing
expected.
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R9 - MUSWELLBROOK | 15:05 | AUD $50,000 |  TAB.COM.AU COUNTRY MAGIC (C3)

33 ABSOLUTE TRUST
Sparingly raced galloper who comes here in good form including a placing in this grade last time
over 6f at Wyong. Making headway and can go on with it here.

55 THE LAUNCHER
Nicely rated galloper. Ran a close second last start at Tamworth when beaten a nose after
starting at $5.00. Can go close here.

22 WHITELEY Solid performances at both starts this campaign. Ready to improve now. Will take beating.

11 BARBASS
Could score even though fresh run was a disappointing seventh by 3.25 lengths at Tamworth.
Claims on best.

1515 LARYNX
Looks close to a win following a 7f placing at Orange where he ran on well for second beaten a
head. Solid at the trip and should run well again


